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Abstract
Rationale: Graft-derived-cell-free DNA (Gcf-DNA) in plasma was a promising biomarker to monitor graft-rejection after liver
transplantation. However, little is known about the application of Gcf-DNA in living-donor-liver-transplantation (LDLT).

Patients concern: In this study, 2 patients diagnosed with Ornithine Transcarbamylase Deficiency (OTCD) were enrolled and
indicated for LDLT.

Diagnoses: Two patients were genetically diagnosed with OTCD, and they suffered from recurrent and uncontrollable hyper-
ammonemia and failed in accepting the normalized OTCD treatments, such as decreasing dietary nitrogen intake and increasing
waste-nitrogen excretion.

Interventions: LDLT was performed in the 2 patients uneventfully, and we collected circulating cell-free DNA from plasma in
specific postoperative time points (day 1, day 7, day 14, day 30, day 60). Since both of the recipients were sex-mismatch with the
donors, we measured Gcf-DNA through the Y-chromosome method and compared it with the routine liver function.

Outcomes: The result showed that Gcf-DNA had the similar discrimination of graft injury trend while compared to routine liver
function. The follow-up showed these 2 patients’ status is stable.

Lessons:Applying Gcf-DNA to monitor graft injury in LDLT is promising, but still long term follow-up and more samples are needed
for validation.

Abbreviations: ALT = alanine aminotransferase, AST = aspartate aminotransferase, ALP = alkaline phosphatase, GGT =
g-Glutamyl transpeptidase, BIL= bilirubin, cfDNA= cell-free DNA, Gcf-DNA= graft-derived cell-free DNA, LTx= liver transplantation,
LDLT = living donor liver transplantation, OTCD = ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency.
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1. Introduction

Metabolic disorders have become the indication for liver
transplantation because of poor prognosis, while living donor
liver transplantation (LDLT) was reported to treat inherited
metabolic disorders canprovide anacceptable survival rate over15
years.[1] From this, post-transplant management have increasingly
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become the research emphasis, such as monitoring the graft-
function and the adjustment of immunosuppressant. Routine liver
function tests (including ALT, AST, ALP, GGT, and BIL) were
monitored after LDLT; however, some research reported that graft
injury had initiated earlier than a liver function tests showed,[2]

which indicated that liver function tests were not sensitive enough
to detect early graft-injury or rejection. More specific, the gold
standard to diagnosis graft injury and rejection requires graft-
biopsy for histopathological examination, which is an invasive
procedure.[3] Accordingly, an accurate biomarker was needed to
monitor graft function so that early graft injury can be detected,
and timely interventions can be given.
Graft derived cell-free DNA (Gcf-DNA) was recently reported

as a promising noninvasive biomarker to detect graft damage or
even rejection after LTx.[4–8] The presence of Gcf-DNA in the
blood-stream was firstly detected by Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR) amplification of Y-chromosome specific genes in female
recipients from male donors.[9] However, no study showed that
the change of Gcf-DNA in LDLT, here we report 2 cases of the
change of Gcf-DNA after LDLT.
2. Methods

2.1. Ethical approval and consent for publication

All of the procedures and informed consent were approved by the
Department of Ethics committee at the Beijing Friendship
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Table 1

Characteristics of 2 patients.

Case 1 Case 2

Sex Male Female
Age, months 11 24
Diagnosis OTCD OTCD
Gene mutation OTC, c.587A>T (p.D196V) OTC, c.540+265G>A het

∗

Sex mismatch Yes Yes
Surgery type LDLT LDLT
GRWR (%) 2.5 1.41

OTCD=ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency.
∗
het=heterozygous, LDLT= living-donor-liver-transplantation, GRWR=graft-recipient-weight-ratio,

OTCD=ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency.
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Hospital of the Capital Medical University (Beijing, China)
(approval document number: 2017-P2-080-02). The patient of
their legal guardian was provided written informed consent
before each undergoing examination and surgery. We explained
the study purpose and all the laboratory test of this study to the
patient and their parents in detail, which we aimed to detect the
change of Gcf-DNA in liver transplantation, and they decided to
participate in or not. The patient of their legal guardian has
provided informed consent for publication of the case.
2.2. Measurement of Gcf-DNA

Around 5mL blood specimens were collected by cell-free DNA
collection tube (Roche, Germany) from 2 recipient at day 0, day 1,
day 7, day 14, day 30 and day 60. Cell-free plasma was obtained
from blood samples using a 2-step centrifugation process (4°C at
2500�g for10minutes and4°Cat2500�g for 10minutes)within
6hours after sampling.[10] The resultant plasma was stored at
�80°C until analysis. DNA fragments from 600mL of cell-free
plasmawere extracted usingCirculatingNucleic Acid Kit (Qiagen,
Germany).Y-chromosomeDNAconcentrationwasdeterminedby
using the formula reported by Chiu et al,[11]:

chrY DNAconcentrationðFÞ

¼ %chromosomeYMF %chromosomeYFF

%chromosomeYAM %chromosomeYFF
Figure 1. Gcf-DNA were elevated most at day 1 after operation, and gradually dro
normal liver-function and the change of Gcf-DNA, which showed the same decli
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where%chromosome YMF is the Y-chromosome percentage of
samples with sex-mismatch, %chromosome YFF is the back-
ground average Y chromosome percentage of female samples
with sex match (containing 100% female DNA), and %
chromosome-YAM is the average Y chromosomal percentage
among cell-free DNA in the plasma of 3 adult men (containing
100% male DNA, 0.170%).

2.3. Case reports
2.3.1. Case 1. In October, 2016, a 2 months male came to the
hospital because of convulsion. Blood test results showed normal
except hyper-ammonemia (237mmol/L), the patient was treated by
decrease-ammonia treatment and became stable. The patient
showed weak, slow to react and vomiting. Family history showed
2 older brothers of the patients died in 7 days and 1 year after birth
with uncertain cause. Then, the patient went through the genetic
test, which showed Ornithine Transcarbamylase Deficiency
(OTCD),mutated gene asOTC, c.587A>T(p.D196V). The patient
came toour hospital becauseof recurrent anduncontrollablehyper-
ammonemia (over 200mmol/L each time). The legal guardian of the
patient chose LDLT as the surgery style and mother of the patient
as the donor. The operation went through successfully and we
collected the patient’s specimens basedon the protocol (Table 1). As
Figure 1A showed Gcf-DNA climbed up the highest on day 1 and
graduallydecreased to about 0.1 fromday14 today30.At the same
time, the curve of ALT and AST also had the similar trend with the
Gcf-DNA (Table 2). The follow-up showed the patient status was
stable with immunosuppressant treatment.

2.3.2. Case 2. In February, 2017, a 2-year-old female showed
weak and sluggishness with unknown reason and her parents sent
her to the hospital. Blood test results showed ALT was 1412U/L
and AST 748.8U/L and hyper-ammonemia (226mmol/L). The
patient was treated by glutathione, arginine and lactulose.
Because of the hyper-ammonemia occurred frequently, the
patient went through genetic test, which showedOTCD (mutated
gene as OTC, c.540+265G>A het∗). The patient came to our
hospital because of OTCD and recurrent hyper-ammonemia.
Then, after completely health-evaluation, the legal guardians of
the patient chose LDLT as the surgery style and father of the
patient as the donor. LDLT went through uneventfully and the
specimens were collected following by the protocol (Table 1). As
pped down to a stable baseline (<0.1). Thus, we compared the change of the
ned-trend. Gcf-DNA=graft-derived cell-free DNA.



Table 2

Gcf-DNA quantification results and liver function information of
Case 1 and Case 2.

Time Gcf-DNA ALT AST

Case 1 d0 0 40 58
d1 0.5662 600 657
d7 0.2339 140 49
d14 0.0707 67 32
d30 0.1027 48 24
d60 0.0432 68 29

Case 2 d0 0 93 370
d1 0.6636 1214 755
d7 0.5166 453 110
d14 0.0948 152 40
d30 0.0963 85 52
d60 0.0736 56 41

ALT= alanine aminotransferase, AST= aspartate aminotransferase, Gcf-DNA=graft-derived cell-free
DNA.
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Figure 1B showed, Gcf-DNA climbed up the highest on day 1 and
gradually decreased to lower than 0.1 from day 14 to day 60. The
curve of ALT and AST also showed the same trend with the curve
of Gcf-DNA (Table 2). The follow-up of this patient also showed
stable status with immunosuppressant treatment.
3. Discussion

Liver transplantation is an effective therapeutic option for a
variety of inborn errors of metabolism, of which urea cycle
disorders are the most common indication for transplantation. It
accounts for 25.6% of cases.[12] Ornithine transcarbamylase
deficiency (OTCD), the most common urea cycle disorder in
human, represents 20% of the patients with metabolic diseases
indicated for living donor LTx.[13] In this case report, we
measured Gcf-DNA using chromosome Y sequence changes in 2
donor-recipient-sex-mismatch pairs, and confirmed that Gcf-
DNA was highly elevated in day 1 because of ischemia and
reperfusion injury, then it gradually decreased to a relative stable
level of 0.1, which was consistent with Schütz E’s team
reported.[4] More, we compared time-matched Gcf-DNA and
liver function tests samples showed that Gcf-DNA can also have
the same sensitivity to reflect graft damage, and we did not show
others liver function index (BIL, ALP, and GGT) because all of
them were among the normal range before and after the
operation (Fig. 1). Although the result of 2 cases were similar, we
observed little difference between case 1 and case 2, which the
curve-change of Gcf-DNA almost had the same variance with
ALT and AST in Figure 1A; however, we observed Gcf-DNA still
remained high but ALT and AST dropped down obviously in day
7. Interestingly, although this fine distinction only appeared in
case 2, it prompted that Gcf-DNA might be more sensitive than
routine liver function test because Gcf-DNA were only derived
from the graft but ALT and AST were not only derived from the
liver. According to the same trend of Gcf-DNA and ALT and
AST, we considered that Gcf-DNA could also be a potential and
sensitive method to monitor the graft function in LDLT.
However, more cases are needed to testify the reproducibility
of Y-chromosome method in monitoring graft injury and more
samples should be further collected to identify the stable baseline
of Gcf-DNA in LDLT patients.
However, an obvious limitation of the Y-chromosome method

is that it is only apply for donor-recipient-sex-mismatch pairs. In
3

order to solve this problem, different techniques have been
adopted to detect and quantify Gcf-DNA, including quantitative-
PCR,[14–16] digital droplet PCR (ddPCR)[16] and massively
parallel sequencing.[17–18] Although with extensive development
of methods, but the related technological limitations and high-
cost still impeded the application of Gcf-DNA as a clinical routine
test. Even though the Next-Generation-Sequencing (NGS) assay
has been developed to quantify Gcf-DNA without recipient or
donor genotype, but it was only reported in heart transplant
recipients,[18–19] but it is too expensive to apply in the routine
clinical practice. Nevertheless, the price will decrease in the future
time as the NGS detecting method become more universal.
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